
Changing EU rules

One of the most bizarre features of the few Remain supporters who come daily
to this site to rubbish anything good the U.K. does or could do with its
freedoms is their refusal to analyse the impact of past EU laws and policies.
They neither want us to change any of them, nor admit this big panoply of law
has been guiding and controlling us in so many ways.As during the referendum
itself the pro EU side always played down the ambitious scope of economic,
social and political union and the extent of EU power already achieved in its
pursuit.

This week they have been in denial that the energy system we have followed
came from the EU and was based around the twin objectives of cutting our
domestic supply of coal,oil and gas to help net zero policies whilst making
us more dependent on imports by encouraging many more interconnectors, pipes
and cables. They ignore the recent speech of Mrs Von Der Leyden, EU
Commission President, widely condemning the current EU legal and regulatory
framework for energy and calling for urgent and radical change. I agree with
her and want the U.K. to get on with its own national changes to the common
EU regime we currently follow. We can serve our own interests and help the EU
by working to restore national self sufficiency.

In all the debates I undertook over staying or leaving the EU I never once
was able to debate the EU vision of Union unless it was with someone from the
continent. The refusal to admit the truth about ever closer Union took away
the argument that European countries would best be governed together. That
may well make sense for Belgium, Netherlands and Austria, and for France and
Germany, given their histories.If their voters want it I wish them well with
it. It never seemed likely or attractive to many U.K. people given our past
which is I guess why the Remain contributors here still try to pretend the EU
was just some glorified trade arrangement for independent states!
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